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Introduction

The physicists must be able to monitor the execution status, application and grid-level messages of their tasks that may run at any site within the CMS Virtual
Organisation. The CMS Dashboard Task Monitoring project provides this information towards individual analysis users by collecting and exposing a user-centric set of
information regarding submitted tasks including reason of failure, distribution by site and over time, consumed time and efficiency. The development was user-driven
with physicists invited to test the monitoring application in order to assemble further requirements and identify weaknesses with the application.

Architecture

The CMS Task Monitoring application is part of the Dashboard framework which is widely used by the four LHC experiments.
The Dashboard framework consists of the following components:
• Data Access Layer: a set of common methods to communicate to the DB using a common DAO layer.
• Web Application Layer: responsible for the HTTP entry point to the data and exposes them in different formats.
• Collectors Layer: listens to messages/events coming from the Messaging Infrastructure.
• Information Sources Layer: sits closely to the services being monitored and listens to interesting events.
• Messaging System: an external component used by Dashboard to communicate with the Information Sources.

For monitoring, the application is build on top of the Dashboard Job Monitoring system which uses multiple sources of
information[1]; the data collectors gather Grid-related information as well as information specific to the application
which is run by the users. The Grid-related information is obtained from the Logging and Bookkeeping DB using
ICRTM[2]. The application-specific information is gathered throughout the job's lifetime via the MonALISA[3]
monitoring system. The job submission tools of the CMS experiment and the job wrappers generated by these tools are
instrumented to report meta-information about the user's tasks and the progress of the user's job at the worker node to the
MonALISA server.

User View

- Provides monitoring functionality regardless of the job submission method or
the middleware platform.
- Detailed view of the user's tasks including failure diagnostics, processing
efficiency and resubmission history.
- Low latency and updates in 'real time' from the worker nodes where the jobs
are running.
- User-friendly interface and easy to navigate.
- User-driven development.

Graphical Plots

The application offers a wide-variety of graphical plots that will visually assist the
user to understand the status of the task. A selection of plots are shown below:
Terminated Job by Site

Distribution of Failed Jobs by Reason of Failure

All jobs at this site had
failed. Site should be
blacklisted for further
resubmission

Average Efficiency by Site in %

Progress of the task in terms of Processed Events

Site with low efficiency

Detailed Resubmission History

Site Availability

Above you can see a snapshot of the user interface. Clicking on the information
link next to the name of the task provides meta information such as input dataset,
task creation time and target CE. Clicking on the number of jobs corresponding to
a given status provides a detailed information of all the jobs of a selected
category.

User Feedback

200 analysis users were contacted in order to collect feedback and assemble further
requirements. 50 users replied and provided very positive feedback:
- 'A nice surprise to see this tool live and working!'
- 'It's easy to navigate and provides useful information regarding failed jobs'
- 'The monitoring tool is great! I'll now investigate why most of my jobs are failing'
- 'Perfect! It even updates in real-time! It is particularly nice to be able to see how
many events were processed'
- 'Indeed very helpful tool to monitor the progress of my grid activities'
- 'Excellent! It has low latency & excellent plots with clear labels. I'm surprised that it
also supports the condor scheduler. Thanks for making this happen'

Conclusion
While the existing monitoring tools are coupled to a specific middleware, Task
Monitoring provides monitoring functionalities regardless of the job submission
method or the middleware platform offering a complete and detailed view of the
user's tasks including failure diagnostics, processing efficiency and resubmission
history. The monitoring tool has become very popular among the CMS users.
According to our web statistics[4], more than 100 distinct analysis users are using
it for their everyday work. Close collaboration with several CMS users resulted in
the tool being focused on their exact monitoring needs.
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